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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The University of North Dakota School of Medicine has
come a long way, evolving from an initial attempt by early
pioneers of the Dakota Territory to educate medical
practitioners, to the fully accredited, degree granting
medical school that exists today.
Many dynamic issues have developed that affect the
operation of the Medical School.

Medical education policy

formulators have to be concerned with the requirements
needed for accreditation, the technological advances made in
the medical field, and the current political, social, and
economical situation in North Dakota.
To add to these problems, as the cost of educating
medical students rises, state appropriations are increased.
Many citizens in this rural state feel that taxes are too
high.

Some believe that taxpayers would be better served by

reducing the $27,029,290 that is currently appropriated for
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the Medical School for the 1989-1991 biennium, or by even
cutting the program completely.1
Although some taxpayers feel that dollars spent at the
Medical School may be better utilized elsewhere, others are
concerned that a reduction in the Medical School funding
would jeopardize the quality of education that is provided
to medical students.

There is also concern that any changes

would result in North Dakota retaining fewer doctors and
make it more difficult to recruit new doctors.
A third consideration is that the operation of the
School of Medicine in North Dakota provides services to the
state that would be unavailable or could only be provided at
an additional cost to taxpayers if the current programs were
changed.

The services provided by the Medical School

include care provided to state, county, and local hospitals,
prisons, missions, and many other programs and services.

If

these services were to be provided without the support of a
medical school, the necessary state subsidies could be even
more costly to taxpayers than those needed under the current
system.
In addition, state appropriations for the Medical
School generate research grants, and along with tuition
payments and revenue raised in operations, these sources of
money are spent on supplies, equipment, and salaries.

This

1Randy Eken, "UND Medical School Expenditures", Medical
Center Budget Control, University of North Dakota School of
Medicine, Grand Forks, ND, (30 June 1990) 3.

money, it is argued, spurs the local and state economies,
and adds to the tax base.

Other benefits of a viable

Medical School include its value in enhancing the reputation
of the university and state.
Finally, the Medical School provides a resource where
regional health care providers receive information about up
to-date equipment and techniques.

Research at the

University of North Dakota School of Medicine is being
directed into areas that are commonly of concern in our
state such as rural medicine and allied health areas which
include Nursing, Physical and Occupational Therapy, Medical
Technology, Nutrition, and other related sciences.
The University of North Dakota School of Medicine also
makes major contributions in advancing medical provision on
the reservations. The INMED Program is vital to providing
physicians for Indian Health Service Hospitals.

Medical

care on these reservations would be set back if the medical
school were reduced or eliminated.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to analyze the information
involved with the legal, technological, and socio-economic
issues associated with medical education and relate them to
the political climate of North Dakota.

Specifically, the

intent of this study is to determine if the benefits
involved with operating a medical school in North Dakota

4
make up for the taxes paid to cover appropriations for the
Medical School.
Methods
This study will make use of a cost/benefit analysis of
the quantifiable variables associated with the operation of
the University of North Dakota Medical School in the 19891991 biennium.

In addition, this paper will review other

qualitative benefits and costs resulting from the state
having a medical school.
Hypothesis
It is expected that the results of both the
cost/benefit analysis and the qualitative analysis will
prove that the benefits of the Medical School to residents
of North Dakota outweigh the costs incurred to these
taxpayers.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF CONTEXT
History of Medicine and Medical Education in North Dakota
Even as settlers were moving into the Dakotas, many
types of treatment were provided for the care of all types
of ailments.

Self medication was common practice as few

were trained to treat illnesses.

Many of the earliest

treatments consisted of one or more of many forms of
quackery.
Up until the time of prohibition, patent medicine was
very popular.

Syrups and salts for all types of ailments

were available; "Hostetters Stomach Bitters" were found on
almost every kitchen shelf.1

Patent medicines were a

million dollar industry until the Internal Revenue Service
strengthened its restrictions on medicines containing
alcohol.

These restrictions soon forced most of the patent

medicines off of the market.

1J. Gransick, History of North Dakota Medicine, Box 1
Folder 33, June 1, 1923, Special Collections, University of
North Dakota Library, Grand Forks, ND, 53.
5
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Faith healing was very common at that time.

Many faith

curers from assorted sects used animal magnetism, which is
where healing takes place by laying-on of hands.

In

addition, hydropathic or stream treatments were applied for
assorted ailments.

The Dakota Territory also had "white men

posing as Indian doctors and peddlers of medicine, who were
generally splendid talkers.

. . proclaiming the virtues of

their remedies to the credulous multitude."2

Soon people

realized that peddlers of these "healing" methods were
getting rich but very few sick people were healed.
When North Dakota entered the Union in 1889 as the 39th
state, settlers had already recognized the need to establish
some form of medical education.

The territorial legislature

voted in 1887 to appropriate one thousand dollars to
establish a medical college at the existing university in
Grand Forks.3
the

Dr. M. A. Brannon, a Biology Professor at

University was selected the first Dean and classes

started on September 26, 1905.
The medical school survived many hard times but still
evolved to meet the dynamic needs of the rural population.
During the depression, the average income in the state
dropped from three hundred fifteen dollars a person in 1929
to about one hundred eleven dollars in 1932, when more than
2Gransick, 54.
3T. H. Harwood, School of Medicine of the University of
North Dakota, April 10, 1956, Special Collections, University
of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND, 1.

one third of the farmers lost their farms.4

In addition to

these economic woes, the American Medical Association voted
in 1934 not to accredit any two-year medical schools.
The University of North Dakota School of Medicine lost
its accreditation in 1936,5* but as the economic situation
of the state improved, North Dakota legislators were more
sympathetic towards social programs and passed the Medical
Center Enabling Act in 1945.

This act created the Medical

Center and the Medical Center Advisory Council which was
designed to bring medical education in North Dakota under a
medical advisory arm and not just under control of
academicians at the University.

According to notes on

Senate Bill Number 115 sent to the Medical School Dean, the
act recognized that "The Medical Center is not a part of the
University, but an entity established at the University" and
that "the control and operation of the medical center is
under the State Board of Higher Education through
administrative officers of the University".®
4T. H. Harwood, "History of the University of North
Dakota School of Medicine", reprinted from The Journal-Lancet
(Minneapolis: Lancet publications, Inc. May 1960, Vol. 80, No.
5) 255.
Special Collections, University of North Dakota,
Grand Forks, ND, 254.
ST. H. Harwood, letter written to A. F. Arnason, State
Board of Higher Education Commissioner, October 13, 1944,
Special Collections, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks,
ND.
®T. H. Harwood, personal notes on Chapter 172, Senate
Bill No.
115,
Laws of North Dakota
1944-45,
Special
Collections, University of North Dakota Library, Grand Forks,
ND.
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This is important because it aligns the mission of the
medical school to that more in line with the Medical Center
Advisory Committee, which was set up for "the improvement
and maintenance of health for the people of North Dakota"
and in order to furnish more medical doctors for the
state.7*
In 1948, North Dakota voters passed an initiated
measure allowing for a one-mill levy that would go directly
into the Medical School's budget.

The mill levy was

established to help make the Medical Center the coordinator
of a statewide health plan.3
As part of this statewide health plan, the Medical
Center initiated plans to "get a complete four-year medical
school in operation at the University of North Dakota."9
Legislation was passed in 1948 and also in 1953, authorizing
a four-year medical school, however, financing was not
available to carry the program into fruition at that
time.10

7Joseph B. Bridston, "North Dakota's Medical Center
Program", paper presented to Medical Center Advisory Council,
June 16, 1951. Special Collections, University of North Dakota
Library, Grand Forks, ND, 3.
3John A. Page, a pamphlet for public subscription,
October, 1948, Special Collections, University of North Dakota
Library, Grand Forks, ND.
9Bridston, 3.
1QDonald M. Cook, "Booz, Allen £: Hamilton Report",
Chicag o (XX Oc tober 1972) Special Collections, University of
North Dakota Library, Grand Forks, ND, 2.
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Scientific Approaches to Change in the Medical School
Starting in the 1970's, many studies were undertaken
which influenced policy regarding medical education.

At the

federal level, a Carnegie Report entitled Higher Education
and the Nation's Health was released in 1970 and recommended
that all two-year medical schools became four-year schools
or risk loosing their accreditation.

Congress followed with

legislation providing federal funding to meet these
recommendations.11
In October, 1971, the University of North Dakota School
of Medicine polled 45 degree granting institutions which had
accepted University of North Dakota medical students into
their programs after two years of medical training in Grand
Forks.

Schools that had taken 49% of the previous transfers

indicated that they would not be able to do so in the
future, another 49% of the schools said "yes", but many
qualified this by saying they did not know if they could
continue to receive transfers in the future.

The other 2%

did not respond to the survey.12
This information prompted the medical school to
investigate converting into to a four-year program.
Medical School hired independent consultants in 1972.

The
The

result was the Booz, Allen & Hamilton Report, which came out

xlIbid.
12Report of the North Dakota Legislative Council, 43rd
Legislative Council Assembly, Bismarck, ND, (1973) 110.

10
in March, indicating that 65% of the area physicians were
interested in helping to teach medical education programs in
Bismarck, Grand Forks, Fargo, and Minot.13

The report

also suggested establishing a committee which would prepare
the school and the state for the changes necessary if the
Medical School ever expanded into a four-year institution.
At the same time, the Bureau of Health and Manpower
Education of the National Institutes of Health organized
task forces in ten cities to be National Area Education
Centers (NAEC's).14

Bismarck, Grand Forks, Fargo, and

Minot were named as four of these centers.

With this

designation, these cities were able to receive grants
totaling $2.65 million, partly in response to the policies
established after the National Carnegie Report to convert to
a four- year Institution.15
Also in 1972, a state sponsored study by medical
researcher Gary F. Dunn was initiated to explore any
possible alternatives.

The report recommended a change to a

four-year program due to three problems which had arisen in
since 1970.

These problems were:

(1) difficulty getting

students accepted at other schools,

(2) a decline in the

retention and recruitment of educated doctors, and as
previously recommended in the Carnegie Report,
13Ibid. 111.
14Ibid. 112.
15Ibid.

(3)
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difficulty getting accreditation and national funding for
programs.16
With these recommendations in mind, the Medical Affairs
Committee, v/hich was established as a result of the Dunn
study, and the Booz, Allen and Hamilton report, proposed the
"2-1-1 plan", which recommended the following:
a) The University of North Dakota should provide
the first two years of medical education as
before.
b) Twenty four students should transfer for third
year at other schools where contracts currently
exist, while the remaining forty students go on to
the four NAEC's for their third year.
c) The last year of their education would be in
elective areas.
This study finally provided impetus for legislators to move
beyond the status quo.

In 1973, enabling legislation was

passed for funding for an M. D. degree granting school.17
In March of 1974, the University of North Dakota School
of Medicine again received accreditation from the Liaison
Committee on Medical Education (LCME).

This distinction

released an additional $2 million in federal funding.
In 1975, in joint venture with the School of Medicine,
the Veteran's Administration granted the Veteran's Hospital

X6Gary F. Dunn, Report for the Louis and Maud Hill Family
Foundation,
September
15,
1972,
Special
Collections,
University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND, 3.
17Cook, 112.
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in Fargo 7 million dollars for the education of physicians
and service to veterans of the area.18
Dr. Stanley W. Olson was retained to do a study for the
medical school in 1979.

His report was presented to state

legislators in June of 1980 and was entitled "A Medical
School in Transition".

In his report, Dr. Olson concluded

that resources such as clinics, physicians, curriculum, and
money raised by contracting third-year students at other
medical schools would be sufficient to justify a full fouryear program with reasonable financing from the state.19
In 1981, the North Dakota Legislative Council made an
extensive review of Medical Education in the State.

Their

study recommended dropping the "2-1-1 Plan" in favor of
having all four years of M. D. training in North Dakota. The
reasons for this change were, in short:
a) Limited control over contracts with transfer
schools.
b)

Increase in the retention rate was needed.

c) Better access for Medical Education to North
Dakota students.
d)

Better Availability of medical care.

lsRandy Eken, Presentation to Office of Management and
Budget: North Dakota Legislative Assembly, University of North
Dakota School of Medicine, Grand Forks, ND, (28 August 1990)
8.
19"Report of the North Dakota Legislative Council", 47th
Legislative Assembly, Bismarck, ND (1981) 105.
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e) Better opportunity for the School of Medicine
to be known as a high quality medical education
program.202
1
Following recommendations from the Olson Study and
Legislative Council review, the University of North Dakota
School of Medicine made a proposal for full instruction
within the state.

The State Board of Higher Education

recommended this proposal and state legislators passed it in
1981.

Third year education of medical students in North

Dakota started in the 1982-1983 academic school year.23Another study was completed in 1986 by Ernst and
Whitney which indicated two possible courses of action for
the medical school:
Discontinue the medical school and contract with
other state medical schools for medical education
(as it does for Dentistry and Veterinary
Medicine); or continue the degree-granting status.
. . by implementing the recommendations of the
Liaison Committee on Medical Education's
recommendations
for retaining its accredita
tion.22
In order to retain accreditation, the Medical school agreed
to comply with LCME recommendations.

In May of 1988, they

received full accreditation which will extend to the Fall of
1992.

2°Ibid. 106.
21Ibid.
22Maurice A. Bouvier, "Comparison of North Dakota and
South Dakota Medical Schools", 51st Legislative Assembly,
Bismarck, ND, (29 March 1989) 4.
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Political Context
Span of Control
Policy affecting the medical school may come from many
levels and through a wide array of actors.

An overview of

the role of each actor and their role on medical education
in North Dakota is outlined in the chart shown in Figure 1
and in the description that follows.
Medical School. The Medical School Dean oversees and
directs faculty, staff, and programs involved with allied
health, public health, as well as medical education.
Medical Center Advisory Council.

"A 14-member UND Medical

Center Advisory Council is appointed by the governor and
Figure 1
Medical Education Hierarchy

various medical groups to advise, consult and make

15
recommendations to the university administration concerning
programs of the UND Medical Center."23
University of North Dakota.

University administration

supervises the Medical School Dean, maintains student and
personnel records, and facilitates medical education at the
macro level.
State Board of Higher Education.

The Higher Education

Board was established to lend expertise in the
administration of all post-secondary education and answers
to the Governor.
Governor.

The Chief Executive Officer in North Dakota

appoints agency heads.

With separation of powers, the

governor also has the power to sign or veto all legislation
affecting medical school functions.
State Congress.

Legislators enact statutes that fund

and control operation of the Medical School.
State Residents.

The general public has a voice in the

selection of representatives.

In addition, if residents do

not feel that Congress is responsive to their needs, they
can initiate measures or refer legislative action.

The

right to initiate measures or refer Legislative actions is
guaranteed by the North Dakota State Constitution.

23Pamela D. Knudson, "The University of North Dakota
School of Medicine Bulletin 1989-91", University Press, Grand
Forks, ND, (June 1989) 9.
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North Dakota Philosophy and Governmental Control
On December 5th, 1989, North Dakota residents held a
special election to vote on a number of measures that would
affect funding for state programs in a referendum vote.

Of

these measures, three sought to lower taxes that legislation
increased in the 1989-1990 biennium.

Measure 7 would lower

the newly legislated income tax rate from seventeen percent
of federal liability to the original fourteen percent.
Measures 3 and 4 were proposed to lower gas and sales taxes
also already in effect.
The Governor's Office estimated that the income tax
hike would generate $42.1 million in the biennium, and all
three of these new tax rate would raise approximately $130
million in new revenue over the old rates per biennium.24
Proponents of the new taxes argued that if these taxes
were repealed, the only option available to raise the
necessary funding for the Medical School and other state
programs would be to increase property taxes, otherwise
programs would have to be cut.

A December 2 editorial in

the Grand Forks Herald said that the three taxes were "a
fairer method to support basic local services, such as
education and health and welfare, than the local property

24Tracey
Shatek,
"Voters
signal
Frustrates
N.D.
Lawmakers" Grand Forks Herald, Grand Forks, ND, (10 December
1989) 1A.
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tax."25
having

According to the Grand Forks Herald, programs
access to property taxes would have the option to

retain current funding.

However, state health and welfare

programs did not have access to property taxes.

Thus, to

ensure that programs in medical education would not be cut,
revenue would have had to come from tuition hikes or
increases in user fees to retain programs, if new taxes were
cut.
Opponents argued that the increased taxes would hinder
economic growth and that cuts in state government were
feasible.

They also dismissed claims that services would be

cut as mere threats.26
The referral has been presented as an east-west tax war
or even as the result of conflicting political
ideologies.27 A deeper investigation reveals, however,
that the situation stems from changes that took place after
World War One.
The depression caused many of those who could not make
it in farming to look for jobs in the cities.

Economies-

of-scale guaranteed that the service industry would be more
profitable in urban areas.

This movement was spurred by a

growth in the service industry from technological advances
25Steven Schmidt, "A Herald Guide to Special Election"
Grand Forks Herald, Grand Forks, ND, (2 December 1989) 4A.
26Ibid.
27Dan Rylance, "Tuesday's Election on Future" Grand Forks
Herald, Grand Forks, ND, (3 December 1989) 2C.
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and by increases in social funding for health and welfare
programs due to Franklin Roosevelt's "New Deal".
The rural economy of North Dakota was issued a reprieve
as it broke out of the depression.

This was due, in part to

federal subsidies from programs, but mainly from rain and
better farm prices caused by increased demand from World War
Two.

Education, health, and welfare services advanced at

this time and these services had to turn to the state for
support.

The state income tax was instituted in 1923, and

sales tax was initiated in 1935 at two percent of sales.28
Because funding for these programs was delegated to the
state level, in conjunction with the exodus of people and
lack of industrial development, the tax base in North Dakota
was limited to the point where state citizens felt this
referral of the tax measures was necessary.
As the referral was debated, the issue came down to the
question, "Does the state have the tax base to support these

services?"

or, more importantly, because of the discretion

left to the taxpayers with the referral option, "Do North

Dakota citizens think that the tax base is best utilized in
the present situation?"
While the Medical School, university administration,
Medical Center Council, State Board of Higher Education,
Governor, and State Legislators sought to proactively
develop programs that they thought would meet the needs of
2BIbid.
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the people, residents said otherwise.

On December 5th,

1989, voters defeated all three tax measures.
Fiscal Situation
The referral came about as the direct result of the
hard times faced by North Dakota residents.

In addition to

factors relating to rural development, the two major sources
of external income received by the state have also been hit
hard.

Extended drought and low demand for farm products

have hurt farmers and agriculture related industries.

In

the "Statistical Abstract of North Dakota: 1988", indicates
that the realized net income for farmers and ranchers had
gone done from $17,961 per year in 1984 to 16,879 per year
in 1985 (the last year that information is available).29
This summary includes agriculture products, livestock, and
federal payments.
Also, a drop in oil prices has severely limited oil
production in recent years.

The Statistical Abstract also

shows the total oil production had gone down from
$20,639,044 in 1984, to $11,894,652 in 1987.30* Oil
production has continued to decline as no new oil wells have
been drilled in North Dakota since that time.

29Scot A. Stradley, "Statistical Abstract of North
Dakota:
1988",Bureau of Business and Economic Research,
University of North Dakota: Grand Forks, ND, (1988) 339.
3°Ibid. 325.
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The resulting referral reduced higher education funding
by some $27 million and enacted contingency plans that would
cut state appropriations to the Medical School by 9.6
percent or $2.6 million.31
Since the referral, the situation has improved somewhat
as state revenues were high enough for legislators to
reinstate $547,625 of the $2,611,956 budget cut from the
referral.32

Even so, the economic recession effects any

analysis of the Medical School.
Statewide Structure of Medical Education
Although the economic situation suggests cutting back
Medical School programs, these programs are very beneficial
to the state.

To understand these benefits, one must first

have an understanding of the statewide structure of Medical
Education.

According to the Liaison Committee on Medical

Education, the accrediting board for four-year Medical
Degrees, "the historic and unique responsibility of a
medical school is the selection and education of medical
students culminating in the award of the M.D. Degree."33
The LCME also indicates that this education must include
31Steven Schmidt, "Fate of North Dakota Higher Education"
Grand Forks Herald, Grand Forks, ND, (7 December) 1B-2B.
32Randy Eken, "Medical Center Budget Control: Statement
of Realization of Income", University of North Dakota School
of Medicine, Grand Forks, ND, (29 November 1990) 6.
33Edwin James, "A Report to the State Board of Higher
Education", University of North Dakota School of Medicine,
Grand Forks, ND, (February 1990) 3.
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residency training, and "contribute to the advancement of
knowledge and intellectual growth of students and faculty
through scholarly activity including research."34
A study completed by legislative intern Maurice Bouvier
in 1989 broke down the programming in North Dakota's Medical
School into eight objectives.

Bouvier's model is helpful in

reviewing the statewide structure of medical education in
North Dakota.

The eight categories are:

1. Provide Opportunity for Residents of North
Dakota to Study Medicine.
2. Educate for the Health Care Needs of North
Dakota.
3. Improve the Quality of Care of North Dakota
Citizens.
4. Recruit and Retain Health Care Services in
North Dakota.
5. Serve as a Resource for the University, State
Agencies, and Other State Institutions.
6. Encourage Research and Generation of New
Knowledge.
7.

Enhance State Image.

8. Improve Employment and Tax Benefits from NonState Monies Received.35
First of all, North Dakota residents are to be provided
an opportunity to study medicine.

This opportunity includes

funding for the third-year clinicals in the four Regional
Centers and operation of residency programs, as well as the

3 4Ibid.
35Bouvier, 2.
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education provided right at the Medical School in Grand
Forks.

Also, "preceptorships" have been established in 43

rural communities where Medical Students do practical
training in local settings as a part of their fourth year of
education36

These opportunities allow for continued

specialization of M.D. graduates as well and gives them
added guidance as they start practicing in their areas of
expertise.
In a statement to the public, Dr. Edwin James, Dean of
the Medical School gave an outline of these opportunities:
Operating in a statewide structure, the school of
Medicine relies on community physicians in
practice to provide clinical education for medical
students through out the state.
There are four
campus headquarters based in Grand Forks, Minot,
Fargo, and Bismarck with an additional 27 other
communities participating in medical education
activities.37
In addition to directly educating medical students, the
Medical Center Enabling Act of 1948 indicated that the
Medical School, under direction from the Medical Center
Council, must also serve the needs of the public by
educating in the allied health areas and providing other
health care services to residents in a coordinated health
plan.

Table 1 gives an indication how Bouvier's second and

third points are related by giving a breakdown of students

36James, (1990), "A Report to The State Board of Higher
Education", 4.
37Edwin C. James, "Dean of UND School of Medicine" The
Review, Grand Forks, ND, 13 No. 6 (September 1988) 3.
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educated in undergraduate, graduate, doctoral and residency
programs, as well as allied health.

Table 1
Students per Program in the 1988-89 Academic Year

Medical Program

Number of Students

Undergraduate Students
Students in Graduate Programs
Medical Students
Students in Residency Programs
Family Medicine
Internal Medicine
Surgery
Psychiatry
Pathology
Transitional Medicine
Allied Health

2000
40
220

Total Students

2 5 76

48
21
14
12
3
6
212

The North Dakota Century Code requires the Medical
Center to provide:
complete training of physicians, nurses and other
health personnel...", the "establishment of
facilities for the care, treatment and
hospitalization...including those eligible for
physical and vocational rehabilitation,
correlation, coordination, and extension of all
facilities that pertain to the health and welfare
of the people of North Dakota.38

38Edwin
C.
James,
"North
Dakota
Medical
Center:
Centralizing Health Education" The Review, Grand Forks, ND, 14
No. 6 (September 1989) 3.
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The Medical School includes services and programs in
conjunction with The Center for Rural Health, The Human
Nutrition Lab, The Medical Center Rehabilitation Hospital
and The Veterans Administration Hospital in Fargo.

In

addition to these centers, health care programs and delivery
of health care take place in North Dakota prisons and jails,
Community Health clinics, sports medicine programs,
geriatric home care services, the City Mission, Migrant
Health, Women and Infant Care feeding (WIC), Emergency
Medical Training, and Student Health Services, to name a
few.39
In addition, cooperation between the Center for Rural
Health at the University of North Dakota School of Medicine,
state health departments, Indian Health Service, and the
Bureau of Indian Affairs has lead to the development of the
INMED (Indians into Medicine) program.

This federally

funded program started in 1973 to "replace the doctor draft
as a means of providing physicians for Indian Health Service
hospitals."40

About nineteen percent of the Native

American doctors who are licensed have been trained in the
INMED program (sixty seven graduates out of three hundred
fifty seven practicing).

39James, (1990), "A Report to the State Board of Higher
Education", 11.
4°Knudson,

(1989) , School of Medicine Bulletin, 11.
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Bouvier's The fourth category, recruiting and retaining
health care officials, addresses the great concern for
quality health care in rural areas.

One of the key reasons

for doctor shortages in North Dakota is that federal
policies have been put into affect in attempt to regulate
the supply of doctors.

In 1932, the American Medical

Association Commission on Higher Education indicated that
the United States had more physicians per capita in than any
other country in the world.

The attitude of policy makers

at the time was that there was an oversupply of doctors
which would lead to poor quality and unnecessary services.
The surplus of doctors was supposed to vastly increase the
cost of such a "highly technical field as medicine."4X
After World War Two, experts shifted direction and
warned of potential shortages in physicians.

The federal

government funneled more aid into medical education as the
philosophy became "more students (will lead to) better
medical care."42

The shift in policy increased the number

of physicians practicing in the United States to about
70,000.

If the trend continues, the number of physicians

will reach approximately 150,000 by the year 2000.43

4XEli Ginzberg, "The Medical Triangle" The Washington
Monthly, Washington, DC, 22 No. 2 (March, 1990) 57.
42Ibid.
43Ibid.
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At face value, the number of health care providers may
seem satisfactory, yet shortages of doctors in rural areas
remain.

A study released in 1990 by the Association of

American Medical Colleges shows that the number of students
preferring rural areas dropped from 26.2 percent in 1981 to
13.5 percent in 1989, a drop of almost fifty percent!44
The study linked this demographic problem to better
reimbursements for medicare in urban areas, an increase in
doctors becoming specialists in fields that are highly
technical, and generally lower salaries for physicians in
rural areas.45

In addition, with the increase in

technology, rural doctors are placed under additional stress
as they are have to be competent in more and more areas.
With these problems, and increased demand for doctors
nationwide leads to a reduction in doctors who prefer rural
areas.
As the physician shortage began to cycle back toward a
possible surplus, experts suggested that this surplus would
cause under utilized urban physicians to shift to smaller
communities and solve the rural physician shortage.

A study

done in 1985 by Dr. Terry Dennis looked to see if such a
change was actually occurring in Minnesota.

His study

concluded that the number of physicians increased 60 percent

44Sandy Lutz, "New Physicians Shun Rural
Modern Healthcare 20 no. 15 (April 16, 1990) 14.
45Ibid.

Practices"

from 1965 to 1985 but indicated a drop in the per capita
doctors in rural counties of almost 2 percent.

He

correlated this drop to the number of family practitioners
in the state, which had dropped eleven percent over the same
period.46

While no association was made, the 1990 AMA

study also noted that the number of medical students
selecting family practice dropped from 17.3 percent in 1981
to 13.7 percent in 1989.47
Looking at current figures, the University of North
Dakota School of Medicine has averaged 22.7 percent of its
students electing Family Medicine, while the national
average is 11.4 percent (see Figure 2).

This shows how the

Medical School is affecting the retention issue based on the
Dennis Study.
The National Health Services Program was established to
provide scholarships for doctors who would serve in rural
areas or work in inner cities.

Under the Reagan

Administration, this program evolved into a loan repayment
program.

This option was not as lucrative for medical

students, as they could graduate and practice in an urban
center where they could earn a higher salary.

This allows

the medical students to pay back money from an alternate

46Terry Dennis, "Changes in the Distribution of Doctors"
American Journal for Public Health, American Public Health
Association: Washington, DC, 78 No. 12 (December 1988) 1577.
47Ibid. 1578.
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Figure 2

STUDENTS ELECTING FAMILY MEDICINE
1985-1991
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Printed with permission of University of North Dakota School of
Medicine, Department of Family Medicine - prepared by James Beal

loan source and choose the setting where they will be
practicing medicine.
In another study of rural health care shortages, health
care consultant Jeffrey C. Bauer, Ph. D . , argued that the
surplus of doctors in metropolitan areas may mean lower
salaries for urban doctors.

In conjunction, with the high

demand for professionals in the rural setting, more doctors
would be "gravitating to the rural areas in the future just
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because (they need) a job."48

According to figures from

the American Medical Association, however, the annual mean
net income (before taxes) of doctors in the United States is
$144,700, while the mean net income in North Dakota is close
to $138,200.49
A major facet in the delivery of health care services
is the concern of hospitals closing.

Like the community

high school, the "rural hospital serves as an economic and
psychological anchor for a community."50

Of the total

number of rural hospitals (approximately 2,700), as many as
600 were labeled as likely to close in 1990.51

In 1986,

the Minnesota Hospital Association surveyed the 169 rural
Minnesota facilities.

This survey showed that 16 of

Minnesota's rural hospitals were near bankruptcy.52
Rural health planners must consider the effects of
hospital closures upon the delivery of health care services
in the state.

A rural hospital not only serves to provide

48Jeffrey C. Bauer, quoted in Catherine A. Siegner,
"Physician Recruitment and Consultants" Modern Healthcare,
Washington, DC, 16 no. 16 (March 14, 1986) 42.
49Pamela Knudson, "National Focus on Dakotas' Health
Care" The Review, Grand Forks, ND, 15 no. 5 (July, 1990) 4.
5°Ross M. Muller, Robert J. Rydman, David G. Whiteis, and
Robert F. Rich, "Rural Community Hospitals and Closing",
Public Health Reports Journal of the United States Public
Heath Service, Washington, DC, 104 no. 4 (July-August 1989)
315.
51Ibid.
52Lutz, 30.
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basic services for North Dakotans, but it also is where the
needs of a community and the skills of doctors are matched.
The closing of hospitals is due to economics: for
commercially owned hospitals, supply and demand, and the
bottom line are the deciding factors.

For governmental

controlled hospitals, the concern may not be to generate a
profit, but rural communities often cannot be able to absorb
losses of any extent or over a few years.
A second concern is that when hospitals close, and
doctors move away, residents are less able to obtain quality
health care.

Often, they must either travel a lot farther

to see a doctor or go without medical services.

In some

instances, the time it requires to travel the extra distance
may make a life or death difference in life or death the
treatments of patients.53
When an established hospital institution closes in a
small community, their is a feeling that the citizens that
the community has given up.54
In a study by Muller and others in 1989, four areas
were identified as causes of economic instability for
hospitals.55

First, the reduction of patients per day

53Andrew B. Bindman, "A Public Hospital Closes",
Washington, DC, 264 no. 22 (12 December 1990) 2904.

JAMA,

54Richard E. Doelker, Jr., and Bonnie C. Bedics, "Impacts
of Rural Hospital Closings on the Community", National
Association of Social Workers, Inc., Washington, DC, 34 no. 6
(November 1989) 541.
55Muller, 315.
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admitted to a hospital.

The surge toward outpatient care

reduces billing revenue, but also means higher per-patient
costs because of reduction in economies of scale.
A second result is increased uncompensated care.
Uncompensated care includes the costs for everyone treated
who do not have adeguate insurance and cannot pay for the
costs themselves.

This results in a reduction in federal

payments for treatments for patients on Medicare and
Medicaid.

This hits the rural hospital harder as policy

dictates lower repayments to rural areas.
A third reason why rural hospitals could be at risk is
that advances in technology, more malpractice suites, and
increases in the cost of living adversely effects the
balance sheet and ultimately the viability of rural
hospitals.

Even such small items as increased requirements

for using gloves due to AIDS have caused major headaches.
From 1985 to 1990, basic medical supply costs (gloves,
tongue depressors, etc.) at the University of Iowa Hospital
in Iowa City have gone up from $98 per 1000 outpatient
visits, to $215 per visit.56
The fourth category mentioned by Bouvier is the
discrepancies that arise in Medicare's Prospective Payment
Plan.

In this system, rural hospitals are reimbursed less

for the same procedure than their urban counterparts.

The

5GEli Ginzberg, "The Medical Triangle", The Washington
Monthly, Washington, DC, 22 No. 2 (April 1990) 57.
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average Medicare payment in 1989 was approximately $800 per
patient less in urban hospitals than in rural hospitals.57
Added to this problem is the fact that there are more
elderly patients per capita in rural areas so the Medicare
disadvantage is compounded for rural hospitals.58
In 1986, the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act attempted to change the formulas used in computing
Medicare repayment.

While the Act has finally been

published in the Federal Register, hearings for the bill
have added more conflict than light on the matter and
legislation has yet to be implemented.59
This economic dilemma facing rural hospitals will
ultimately mean decisions will have to be made that will
affect the quality of service that can be provided to rural
residents.

Lawmakers and hospital policy formulators are

must decide whether to spend money for Medicaid or Medicare
on an treatment that costs a lot of money and has little
success, but a chance for success; or whether to spread the
money out and allow more citizens who are marginally needy a
chance at basic care.

57Sandy Lutz, "Rural Hospitals Offer New Services",
Modern Healthcare, Washington, DC, 17 no. 13 (19 June 1987)
30.
58Stradley, 9, 20.
59Dennis K. Wentz, "Continuing Medical Education", JA M A ,
Chicago, IL, 262 no. 8 (25 August 1989) 1043.
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The Muller study also looked a characteristics of
hospitals that have closed.

In a study of 161 closed rural

hospitals, hospitals that are owned commercially for a
profit are at a higher risk.

In hard times, management of

commercially owned hospitals do not have community ties and
many liquidate.

Another characteristic of high risk would

be the operation of a large long-term care unit.

These

units are costly and behind times in the days of outpatient
care.

The last common characteristic of hospitals at risk

is the number of hospitals in the area compared to
population being served, as more hospitals mean more
competition for patient dollars.50
The survey recommended that states take charge and
develop policies providing short-term grants to stimulate
rural hospitals and encourage them to diversify or convert
to services that show more profit capabilities, while at the
same time keeping an adequate number of acute care beds.61
A development that is increasing the chance of hospital
survival is the formation of coalitions and lobbies by
representatives of states with rural populations.

The Rural

Health Care Coalition has aimed to correct some of the
problems facing risky rural hospitals such as the Medicare
payments plan.

Lobbying groups have been formed to address

rural health concerns such as the Affordable Rural Coalition
soMuller.
61 Ibid.
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for Health, which works for projects in North Dakota,
Montana, and Colorado.

Specific organizations and

governmental units are offering grants to hospitals that are
working to redress the problem of hospitals at risk.
As hospitals at risk present the problem of increased
health care shortages, hospital administrators must turn to
the Medical School for doctors to fill open positions, and
to provide the technology necessary to help support these
marginal hospitals.
Health care shortages can also be measured by county.
In August of 1990, sixty percent of the fifty three counties
in North Dakota were "frontier" counties (less that six
people per sguare mile).

Of these frontier counties,

seventy five percent were suffering from shortages in
physicians.62
Jack Geller, the Director of the Center for Rural
Health at the University of North Dakota School of Medicine,
conducted a study in 1989 to see if there was a correlation
between growing up on a farm and returning to a rural area
to practice medicine.

46.1 percent of the medical school

alumni came from farm or rural areas (less than 2,500
people), but only 9.6 percent of that population returned to
rural areas.

This is very similar to national trends.63

62Randy Eken, Presentation to Office of Management and
Budget, Grand Forks, ND, (28 August, 1990) 12.
63Jack Geller, "Clinical Profile"
Forks, ND, 13 no. 6 (September, 1988) 3.

The

Review, Grand
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What is more

important for retention is that there is a

strong correlation between those who enter primary care
areas (family medicine, internal medicine, and pediatrics),
and those who stay in rural practices.54
The next category in the Bouvier Report is how the
Medical School serves as a resource for the state to provide
for the needs of its residents.

David Pratt, director of

the National Coalition for Agriculture Safety and Health
stated that education is the major tool needed to reduce
agriculture related accidents.55

In 1987, agriculture was

the most hazardous occupation in the country with 56.2
accidents per 100,000 workers.55

Farmers are exposed to

more fungi, ammoniates and other toxic fertilizers,
pesticides, and feed additives.5-7

Research must be done

that is specific to the needs of North Dakota.
Information must be accumulated and distributed for
doctors to treat these hazards of farming and many other
problems that are faced by citizens of the state. Importance
should be placed on the distribution of information to
family practitioners as this is needed to break down

54"Report of the North Dakota Legislative Council", 43rd
Legislative Assembly, Bismarck, ND, (1973) 113.
55Charles Marwick, "Educating Farmers",
IL, 261 no. 3 (20 January 1989) 343.
55Ibid.
s‘7Ibid.

JAM A , Chicago,
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feelings of isolation, as well as to keep these doctors up
to date.
The information can be distributed through manydifferent channels because of technological advances in
communication.

The Center for Rural Health takes advantage

of computer and telephone networking between regional
centers and rural hospitals.58

They must also work on

innovative ideas that can improve distribution of resources
such as satellite clinics that bring doctors and equipment
to remote areas to perform routine procedures such as
mammographies or physicals.59
The University of North Dakota School of Medicine holds
an annual conference on rural health in the Dakotas.

Topics

include farm trauma, AIDS education, drug abuse, diabetes,
geriatric care, utilizing volunteers, grantsmanship, and
mental health services in rural areas, all of which add
important information which develop professionalism in rural
medicine in North Dakota.70

The Center for Rural Health

is also responsible for facilitating the libraries, planning

5SCatherine A. Siegner, "Physician Recruitment, New
Services Vital to Rural Growth" Modern Healthcare, Washington,
DC, 16 no. 16 (14 March 1986) 42.
59Sandy Lutz, "Hospitals Develop Satellite Clinics",
Modern Healthcare, Washington, DC, 17 no. 1 (2 January 1987)
76.
7°Pamela Knudson, "North Dakota Conference on Rural
Health", The Review, Grand Forks, ND, 15 no. 2 (January 1990)
8.
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for all forms of continuing education, and gathering
specific research.7X
The need to gather information and generate new
knowledge was Bouvier's sixth point.

The greatest influence

on the body of knowledge being developed in medicine is the
rapid growth in technology.

Besides the questions arising

from the conflicts involved with the cost of technology
versus the quality of care that may be provided, the growth
in technology may cause problems in future accreditation.
The American Medical Association wants to develop standards
using more of the advanced technology that is available, but
these standards will be very expensive to implement in North
Dakota.7
72
1
Technology has increased the quality of service in
North Dakota because the research at the University of North
Dakota School of Medicine works to address the specific
needs of the citizens of the state.

Without the Medical

School, grants would not be as readily available as they are
now.

In AIDS research, the University of North Dakota

School of Medicine has recently received awards of $250,000
from the Northwest Area Foundation, and $500,000 in a Bush
foundation grant.73

The curriculum will be expanded to

71Ibid.
72Wentz.
73Pamela Knudson, "AIDS: Education Responds" The Review,
Grand Forks, ND, 15 no. 1 (November 1989) 5.
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include advances in technology gathered through these
research projects and will be available for reference to all
doctors in the state.

Also, equipment furnished by these

grants will be made available for continued student use.
Increases in technology also increase the cost of
malpractice insurance.

Every new advance brings with it

associated problems and causes concern for added liability.
Physicians are now having to perform more routines to cut
down on liability, such as regular checkups for certain
conditions.

All of this means added patient visits, which

translate to additional costs to patients.

Malpractice

insurance rates are also affected by changes in adjudication
of health care lawsuits.

It is now much easier to challenge

doctors' discretion than it was in the past.74
Rapid growth in technology and liability concerns makes
it necessary for physicians to constantly update their
skills.75

Because there is so much information available,

doctors traditionally specialize in something.

In rural

medicine, because there is only a limited number of
specialists, doctors must know a little bit about a lot of
things.

This forces rural medicine physicians to become

specialists in all areas.
Bouvier also makes note of how a Medical School can
enhance a state's image.

It is interesting to note that in

74Lutz, (1987), "Satellite".
*7 5

Wentz•
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1944, early promoters of the medical school were talking
about the future of the Medical School here in North Dakota.
They compared North Dakota to Iceland.

Iceland had a

population one fifth the size of North Dakota, without the
external population base of neighboring states.

Even though

it was small, the medical school in Iceland was regarded as
"one of the finest programs" in Medical Education.76
Iceland’s excellence was due to the program's
specialization in areas like remote care treatment, but it
is also due to pride inhabitants took in a strong
professional program.

In North Dakota, goodwill can be

associated with the reputation that the University of North
Dakota School of Medicine has in regard to rural medicine
issues.

The University of North Dakota School of Medicine

is now ranked in the top five percent of all M. D. degree
granting institutes in the development of rural medicine. It
is at the top in the training of Native American's in the
country.77
Another area important to the state is the operation of
the Veteran's Hospital in Fargo.

Without support from the

school of medicine, the Veteran's Administration Hospital

76R. E. Leigh, "North Dakota: Need New State-wide Medical
Plan" University of North Dakota Alumni Review, Grand Forks,
ND, December 29, 1944, Special Collections, University of
North Dakota Library, Grand Forks, ND, 3.
77Edwin C. James, "DeBakey Describes Medicine's Achieve
ments", The Review, Grand Forks, ND, 15 no. 4 (May 1990) 3.
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would have been closed and veteran's would have to travel to
Minneapolis to receive treatment.
One must also recognize the fact that the University
enhances its reputation by having professional programs in
law and medicine.

The image of the University would not be

the same without these programs.
One other way that the medical school can identify
goodwill is to consider

the amount of grants that are

received by the school each year.

An

analysis of how these

grants impact the state will be shown later in this study.
Grants provide new
grants also bring a lot

equipment and research funds, but
of money into the state. Richard

Rose, a research specialist and former physiology chair at
UND said that a typical grant provides $15,000 salary each
for two technicians, $20,000 worth of equipment, and $30,000
in supplies that are needed.78

Also, for a typical

$100,000 grant, the medical school receives $42,000 for
operating expenses such as rent and utilities.79

This

influx of money is important to the university and the
state.
The money spent in state also spurs local trade.
According to the 1989-1991 medical school budget, the
approximately twenty nine and a half million dollars spent

78Richard C. Rose, "State Taxes Help Draw Federal Money",
Grand Forks Herald, Grand Forks, ND, (3 December 1989) 11A.
79Ibid.
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in general appropriations, tuition, and the mill levy
generate almost twenty four and a half million dollars in
grants and spending at local residencies.80

University of

North Dakota Economist Bulyent Uyar claims that the
multiplier affect on money spent in North Dakota is about
three to one.81

This means that the average dollar spent

in state changes hands three times.

Each time money changes

hands, it spurs retail trade and adds to the tax base.
A study by Schneeweis and Ellsbury has concluded that
for every dollar generated from ambulatory primary care of
medical schools, six dollars and forty cents were billed
elsewhere in the system.82 While it is not easy to get a
clear estimate of how much money is actually generated by
medical school operation, it is easy to see that many
services are provided by the Medical School that would have
to be provided by the taxpayers in some other means.
All of this leads back to the original question
regarding the opportunity cost of the money spent on the
medical school to provide services.

From the taxpayers'

point of view, is there a greater net-benefit to the state
from operating the Medical School, or would the state be
BOEken, (1990), Presentation to Office of Management and
Budget, 11.
81Bulyent Uyar,
April 20, 1990.

Interview by Author,

Grand Forks,

ND,

82Ronald Schneeweis, and Kathleen Ellsbury, "The Economic
Impact and Multiplier Effect on a Family Practice Clinic",
JAMA, Chicago, IL, 262 no. 3 (21 July 1989) 370.
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better off educating medical students in an alternative
format?

The analysis of this problem is looked at

extensively in the following sections of this paper.

CHAPTER 3
COMPUTING THE VARIABLES
This is not a study to find the maximum use of the tax
dollar in North Dakota.

If it were, one would need to do an

analysis of every conceivable alternative.

A study of such

a nature would have to look at the marginal utility of each
dollar spent in each alternative expenditure.

Finding the

marginal utility for each program would be impossible
because of the sheer volume of research necessary, and an
error in any one analysis would invalidate all of the
results.

Instead, by making use of a Cost-Benefit Analysis,

this paper is attempting to find out if the Medical School
is beneficial to North Dakota based on its merits alone.
Costs
The 1989-1991 biennium budget for the University of
North Dakota School of Medicine (Table 2) indicates the
total funding and expenses as well as gives a breakdown of
funds by source and expenses into three main categories.
From the taxpayers point of view, the total budget is
not really very important.

Instead, the state appropriated
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Table 2
UNDSM 1989-1991 Budget
Account

Sub-Totals

Revenue
State Appropriated Funds
ND General Budget
One-Mi11 Levy
Total Appropriations
Local Sources
Grants and Revenue
Tuition
Total Local Funding
Total Revenue
Expenditures
Personnel Expenses
Operating Expenses
Equipment
Total Expenditures

Totals

$24,769,290
2,260,000
$27,029,290
23,410,169
2,445,620
25,855.789
$52,885,079

$35,835,169
15,826,068
1,223,841
$52,885,079

money (the mill levy and outlays from the North Dakota
General Fund) are vital in this analysis as it is actually
the total cost to North Dakota tax payers.
While the Medical School is operated through the
University of North Dakota, it may be assumed that there
should be additional costs to the state that are incurred by
the medical school due to shared administrative staff and
support services.

However, the Medical School separates

services provided by the University and transfers payment to
the University for them.

Also, the University has worked

out an agreement with the Medical School where the
third-year tuition of medical students is transferred
directly to the University to pay for administrative costs
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that are incurred in all four years.

Therefore, the only

costs that will be used in this analysis are those
associated with state appropriations.
Benefits
The benefits of having a Medical School to North Dakota
residents are more difficult to compute than the costs.

By

no means can the total expenditures of the Medical School be
considered beneficial to all North Dakota residents, as many
these expenditures are for out-of-state items.

At the same

time, even the money spent in-state may not come back to be
of benefit to the state.

This analysis attempts to identify

all of the benefits that are generated through services and
spending which goes on to benefit taxpayers, or other
residents of the state who would have incurred other
expenses that would have to be paid for by taxpayers if the
Medical School were not there to provide for them.
The services provided to the state at reduced rates or
at no cost to the state are extremely hard to quantify.

As

noted earlier the Family Medicine Centers and the other
residency programs provide many services.

Hospitals that

host students in residency programs are supported through
revenue that these students help generate such as grants and
contracts.

This amount doesn’t appear on Medical School

records as the Medical School does not pay or receive money
for these services. According to Medical School records,
eight million dollars are being generated through these
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residency programs.

Approximately 10% of this budget is

used to provide free services or services at a reduced rate.
Primary health care programs are provided at these
Family Medicine Centers to give medical students experience
and to provide supplemental funding for programs.

While the

Family Medicine Centers are allowed to provide as many
services as they can at a free or reduced rate, because many
of the faculty members in these regional centers also
practice medicine in these communities, it is politically
hard to do so.
One reason that these programs may be delivered at a
reduced rate is that it is cheaper to have students staff
the programs than to hire certified doctors.

For instance,

health care at the North Dakota State Prison in Bismarck is
provided three days a week by non-certified students, unless
an emergency comes up.
rounds only once a week.

Supervising doctors handle the
While it may lower the cost of

health care to have students provide the service, the
quality of health care that is provided may also be reduced.
For example, less qualified students will be more apt to
make a mistake that may end up costing the taxpayers even
more.
One last reason why it is difficult to make a
determination of what these services are worth is because
records are not kept to substantiate these benefits.

It

would be extremely difficult to compute the qualitative or
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quantitative benefits that may be provided as a result of
these services, as it would be necessary to audit each
service.
The University of North Dakota School of Medicine
estimates that the services it provides to the state at a
reduced rate would be worth about 10% of the budget for
these programs.

This independent study will assume that

these benefits may be overstated by up to 50%, and unless
more accurate figures for these programs are computed,
$400,000 will be used as an estimate.
Taxpayers may also benefit when money spent by the
Medical School goes on to spur state and local economies and
increase the tax base.

One of the strongest arguments of

supporters of the Medical School is that it brings in many
funds in the form of grants.

The true test of the value of

these grants to North Dakota residents, however, is to see
if these grants are spent in North Dakota.
When computing the benefit to the economy, it must be
remembered that the source of funding will not affect the
net benefit to the state.

Whether funding is from grants or

from state taxes does not matter, how it is spent is what is
important.

In review of the business procedures of the

Medical School, the personnel budget is handled through the
University of North Dakota Payroll Office, travel is
recorded on vouchers, and other operating expenses, as well
as equipment, are handled by the Purchasing Department of
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the University of North Dakota.

The first step in computing

what effect the program has on the economy is to sample from
each area to determine what portion of each is spent in and
out-of-state.
The in-state portion of the personnel budget was
computed first.

The University of North Dakota Payroll

Office records indicate that $696,092 are to be paid out in
salaries to out- of-state employees in the second year of
the biennium.

The in-state expenditure for payroll can be

estimated by subtracting this amount twice for the two years
of the biennium from the $35,835,169 total budget form
salaries.

This computation leaves $34,442,985 as the

in-state expenditure amount for the biennium.
An examination of all of the travel vouchers that were
handled from July 1, 1990 (the beginning of the fiscal year
for the University of North Dakota and the School of
Medicine) through April 15, 1991 was conducted for this
study.

Each travel voucher is broken down into out-of-state

categories of meals, lodging, mileage, air transportation,
and travel agencies; in-state categories include meals,
lodging, mileage, air transportation, and field trips.
Three areas on the voucher are not itemized by state
affiliation.

These items are miscellaneous travel,

non-employee travel, and private air transportation.

With

the data available, it could not be determined if money from
these categories was spent in or out-of-state.
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To begin calculations, each category was summed up and
amounts spent for both in-state and out-of-state travel were
totaled (see Table 3).
Table 3
In-State Travel Breakdown
Travel
Breakdown
In-State
Out-of-State
Totals

Data
Sampled
$ 52,203
78,627
$130,830

% of
Total
39.9%
60.1%
100.0%

Pro-Rated
Total
$200,416
301,860
$502,276*

* From Table 2.

From these totals the proportion of travel was determined in
both areas.

These proportions were

then divided into the

total travel budget for the biennium to compute an estimate
of in and out-of-state travel for the year.
I was unable to review data for the entire year, so I
am assuming that the proportion of the last two and one-half
months of the fiscal year will give an accurate indication
of the entire year.

While the amount of end of the year

spending is determined by the travel budget available, the
author sees no reason to believe that changes in the volume
of spending affect the proportion of spending.
One other assumption is that the miscellaneous travel
items were distributed over the same in and out-of-state
proportion as the identifiable travel items were.

While
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private air may be as disproportionate as regular air
transportation ($17,245.90 out-of-state to $9,103.42 in
state) the private air total was only $430.60, or .0033% of
the total travel budget and probably would not affect the
results significantly, even if all the travel were deter
mined to be from one area.

The other two categories had

items that showed up on travel vouchers with other expense
items in both in-state and out-of-state categories, so the
assumption was made that it is at the same rate as the rest
of the budget for travel.
The third area, purchases, was calculated by sampling
two source documents: Purchase Reguisitions and Request for
Payments.

Purchase Requisitions are utilized when some

expense items must be authorized before a payment can be
made. Certain supplies and utilities do not need this
pre-authorization and these bills may be paid by using a
Request for Payment form.
Two percent of each type of document that was issued,
from July 1, 1990 to April 15, 1991 was sampled.

Request

for Payments were numbered and any document that ended in 50
or 100 were selected for sampling.

Purchase Requisitions

were not numbered, but starting with the twenty document,
every fiftieth one was sampled.

Table 4 gives a visual

summary of the pro-rata allocation that is made for in-state
spending for both equipment and operating expenses.
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Table 4
In-State Purchases Breakdown
Purchases Breakdown

Account
Totals

Total Operations
Less: Travel
Operations Purchases
Equipment Purchases
Total Purchases

*

$15,826,069
200,416
15,625,653
1,223,841
$16,849,494

In-State
g,
"O

Pro-Rated
Totals

92.74%
7.26%
100.00%

$8,347,552
653,802
$9,001,353*

Total In-State Purchases computed in Appendix A (Purchases
Sample).

Fifty-four and forty-hundredths is the percent of
purchases found to be spent in-state.

Of this, 92.74% is

from operation and the other 7.26% is equipment purchases.
Again, this sample was taken from documents dated July
1, 1990 to April 15, 1991.

As with travel, there is no

reason to believe that the proportion of purchases in and
out-of-state, during the time sampled, will not hold true in
the final period of the year.
Multiplier Effect
To get an indication of how money is spent spurs the
economy, one must understand the multiplier rate.

The

multiplier rate is the average amount of times a dollar may
exchange hands in an economy.

If an employee of the

University of North Dakota School of Medicine receives a
$3,000 monthly paycheck, $750 may be withheld for federal
taxes. Only a small portion of this money may ever come back
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into North Dakota's economy.

On the other hand, the

remaining $2,250 may be spent on expense items or capital
outlays within the state.

In turn, these dollars could be

spent again within the economy.
According to Bulyent Uyar, Economics Professor at the
University of North Dakota, the multiplier rate in effect in
North Dakota is approximated at three1 .

That means that

the average dollar is reinvested within the state three
times before it is circulated elsewhere.
Calculating Benefits Produced by the Multiplier Effect
To say that all of the money generated by this
multiplier effect is a "benefit" when using the Cost-Benefit
Analysis would be an inaccurate way to evaluate any program.
If a program spends at least one-third of their budget
in-state, with a multiplier rate of three in effect, one
would have to assume that the program has already broken
even.
My premise is that only the profit that is realized by
businesses and individuals should be considered a benefit to
society.

If it takes 95% of the money that a business

receives to pay expenses, only the other 5% can be con
sidered a benefit.

Using the multiplier effect, the

expenses and profit may be reinvested into the economy an

l7Jyar, Interview. 1990.
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average of three times, but the only benefit recorded will
be what is considered profit.
The 1990 Annual Statement Studies by Robert Morris
Associates indicates that 6.9% of sales in the hospital
equipment and supplies industry is actually profit before
taxes.2

The profit percent for physicians is 7.1%,3 and

the average for all other businesses listed is 3.83%.4
To compute the benefit for equipment, the 6.9% is used
on equipment purchases for the first level using the
multiplier effect.

The average profit percent of 3.83 is

then used on the next two levels of spending by the
equipment vendors.
The 7.1 profit percentage that was computed for physi
cians is used to compute the profit for the first level of
the payroll.

After the physicians have received their

wages, the average percent of 3.83 is again used to figure
the profit in the next two levels of spending when using the
multiplier effect.
The benefits generated by all other purchases and
travel are figured using the 3.83% at each level of the
multiplier effect.

These computations are shown in Table 5.

In addition, the spending by Medical School students in

2Robert Morris, Annual Statement Studies, Robert Morris
Associates, Philadelphia, PA, (1990) 314.
3Ibid. 811.
4Ibid. 452-723.
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their residency programs and the results of the expansion of
the Veterans Administration Hospital due the cooperative
Table 5
Benefits from Multiplier Effect
Source

Spending

*
%

In-state Expenses
Payroll
Operating
Equipment
Residency Funding
Vfi Hospital

$34,442,985
8,547,967
653,802
8,000,000
4,850,000

7.10
3.83
6.90
3.83
3.83

** S e cond
Sub-Total

First
Sub-Total

$ 2,445,452
327,387
45,112
306,400
185,755

$2,638,333
654,774
50,081
612,800
371,510

Multiplier Total

Total

$5,083,785
982,161
95,194
919,200
557,265
$ 7,637,605

*
Sales profit percentage on first level using multiplier effect.
** Total after using 3.83% as the sales profit on second and third
level of multiplier effect.

effort of the Medical School, also serve to spur the state's
economy.

As was noted earlier, all of the Residency

Programs operated using about $8,000,000.5
Also, the Veterans Administration Hospital has received
a 50% increase in support from the federal government
because of the support provided by the Medical School.6
The share that is brought into the state because of the
Medical School is $4,850,000.

In both cases, the money that

is added to the economy is again multiplied using the 3.83
average percent, which is also shown on Table 5.

6James, (1990),
Education." 12.
6Ibid.

"Report

to the

State Board

of Higher
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Additional Benefits
Besides the benefits incurred by the services provided
by the Medical School and those associated with the
multiplier effect, a few other tangible benefits can be
computed.

First of all, if medical residents treat medicare

patients, the local hospital receives an increase in
medicare repayment. These students are adequately supervised
to perform most of the necessary treatments themselves.
This frees up the practicing physician to provide additional
health care to others.

Students contribution services

results in savings for the Federal Government, which in turn
passes some of the savings on to hospitals to encourage them
to make use of their residents-in-training.

The payment

from the federal government to the participation local
hospitals is based on 7.7% of the medical bill and averages
out to be $30,000 a year per resident.

With 104 residents

training annually, this creates a benefit to the state of
$3,120,000 per year or $6,240,000 over the biennium.7
An additional benefit would be the income tax that the
state would receive from salaries and wages spent on doctors
and support staff.

This money was taken out of the economy

and has not been included in the multiplier effect computa- *
5

7Richard M. Knapp, "Recent Initiatives to Change Medicare
Financing of Graduate Medical Education", Association of
American Medical Colleges, Washington, DC, (5 December 1990)
5.
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tion, but is a benefit to the state and must be taken into
account.
To figure out what taxes are gained through Medical
School salaries, a 14% state tax rate was applied to a 25%
federal tax liability on the $34,442,985 computed earlier as
in-state-salaries to produce a state tax impact of
$1,205,505.
The Medical School helps retain doctors in the state of
North Dakota.

When the Medical School changed from a

two-year school to a four-year school, the number of Medical
School Alumni that remained in North Dakota to practice
medicine rose from 19.9% to 46.7%.s
If a community is looking for a physician, the salary
that it is willing to pay a new doctor is commensurate to
the value of what it would be denied if the doctor were not
hired. The quality of care, and the costs associated with
the retention and hospital closure problems discussed
earlier are part of what a community is faced with in
deciding what a doctor's salary will be.

The value of the

physicians that the University of North Dakota School of
Medicine provides to the state should therefore equal the
cost of what each graduate will be paid.
Forty-nine Medical Students graduated in 1990, and
Fifty graduated in 1991 (see Figure 3).

If 46.7% of the

graduates were to return to practice in-state as discussed 8
8James,

(1990), "Debakey".
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Figure 3

UND SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
NUMBER OF GRADUATES

Year
Printed with Permission of University of North Dakota School of
Medicine, Department of Family Medicine - prepared by James Beal

earlier,

28 physicians would return from each class to

practice medicine. Using salary information based on a 1986
report, Statistical Information Related to Medical Education
by the American Association of Medical Colleges, it was
found that doctors salaries in the Midwest increase around
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1.29% a year.9

Using salary information based upon this

report, the twenty-eight 1990 graduates will be earning
approximately $117,907 in the first year for a total of
$3,301,396.10

The 1991 graduates will be entering the job

market when salaries will be approximately $119,239
annually.

The 56 graduates from both years will earn

$6,677,384 in their first year to make the retention of
these doctors worth $9,978,780 tothe state over the
biennium.
One last benefit to the state is the potential state
income tax revenue that will be received from each in-state
physician.

In the 1986 summary produced by the American

Association of Medical Colleges, an average physician
practices 39 years.11
doctors'

Using the 1.129 annual increase in

incomes, and the 14% of the 25% federal tax

liability to figure state income tax, Appendix A shows how
the income of the 28 students who will return to practice in
state will be taxed based on a 39 year working life cycle.
In 1991, the income tax is based on the addition of 28
students from the second graduating class.

In the year

2028, only the 28 students from 1991 will be used as those
in the 1990 class have used up their 39 years.

This

9Paul Jolly, Statistical Information Related to Medical
Education,
American
Association
of
Medical
Colleges,
Washington, DC, (1991) K 4 .
1QIbid. 11.
lxIbid.
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projects to $10,804,375 in state income tax that the
graduates of this biennium will produce.
These are the tangible costs and benefits included in
this study.

The next section of this paper will analyze

these figures and consider other implications involved with
operation of the Medical School in North Dakota.

CHAPTER 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The previous chapter outlined how all tangible costs
and benefits were computed.

The object of this chapter is

to analyze those variables, as well as some non-quantifiable
variables.

Finally, we will be able to evaluate any

alternative suggestions and make comparisons to the current
medical education program.
Cost-Benefit Analysis
Table 6 is the cost-benefit analysis of the
quantifiable variables that were computed in Chapter 3.
you will notice from the operation of the Medical School,
the total value of the services provided, spur to the
economy due to the multiplier effect and other benefits
outweigh the appropriated costs to the state over the
biennium by $9,236,974.

This total net-benefit is the

surplus in quantifiable benefits that the Medical School
provides the taxpayers of North Dakota.
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Qualitative Analysis
One cannot be rash in making a decision based on the
quantified costs and benefits alone as this information is
Table 6
UNDSM Cost-Benefit Analysis

Variables
Costs
One-Mill Levy
ND General Fund
Total Costs
Benefits
Services
Multiplier Benefits
Medicare
Payroll Taxes
Potential Taxes
Retention Value
Total Benefits

Sub-Totals

Totals

$24,769,290
2,260,000
$27,029,290
$

400,000
7,637,605
6,240,000
1,205,504
10,804,375
9,978,780

Net-Benefit <Cost>

only a part of the total picture.

$36,266,264
$

9,236,974

To add more insight on

this situation, this study also evaluates some of the
intangible variables that are generated by the Medical
School.

For the purpose of this study, these variables will

be grouped into two areas, goodwill and political
considerations.
The first sub-topic that can be listed under goodwill
is reputation.

There is a definite advantage in having a

medical school within a state as pride can be associated
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with having a professional program. This is especially true
in North Dakota with its nationally renowned Family Medicine
and INMED programs.
Reputation is important on the state level, but the
University of North Dakota also benefits from the prestige
gained by having a professional Medical School.

It is

difficult to get an idea of how valuable this reputation is,
but many students, faculty and staff have been recruited and
retained, due in part, to the professional representation of
the University.
Goodwill that the University receives goes beyond that
of just reputation, as the Medical School contributes its
professional expertise and education to train more than just
physicians.

Medical School faculty educate many students in

the allied health programs that were mentioned in Chapter 2,
as well as students who take classes in related science
areas. This provides for a higher quality of education
received by University of North Dakota students, which in
turn, translates into more benefits that will be reaped by
the state.
One other area of goodwill available because of the
Medical School is the "clearinghouse of knowledge" provided
to professionals within the medical field.

Many of the

grants received by the Medical School are for research in
areas that reflect the demographic needs of a rural state
like North Dakota.

In addition to compiling valuable
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information, the Medical School has also developed channels
of communication which are used to make this information
readily available.
Besides the education that is passed on to the medical
students, the physicians that are employed by the Medical
School use state-of-the-art equipment and techniques that
are on the cutting edge in their fields.

As these

physicians return to their private practices, they also
bring advances in medicine are also brought back so that
patients are given very modern health care.
In addition, political considerations must also be
evaluated.

The first political area is the responsibility

of government to look after those that are being governed.
While a community may be willing to give up a certain amount
of money to retain a doctor, in a strict supply and demand
model, the salary will be equal to this demand.

However,

much of what a community may consider when internalizing the
benefits of a doctor may be only short-term tangible
benefits.
When a community decides how much it can afford to pay
when hiring a doctor, it may ignore many benefits that would
have been gained in the long run.

A doctor and his/her

family produce an economic impact within a community.

These

physicians are also well educated and add culture to the
community. In addition, the community gains prestige by
having medical professionals practice and live within their
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community, much as a state accumulates prestige because it
has a medical school.

Another political factor is that

individuals tend to internalize only the variables that they
foresee may directly affect them.

Government officials must

also consider the general well being of the whole
population.
One long-term consideration is a concern for future
generations.

While an individual may be concerned with

present problems, policy makers must consider the welfare of
those who will be moving into age groups that require a new
set of services.

Legislators and administrators must also

consider the needs of those future generations of North
Dakotans.
One last responsibility of the government may be to
deal with the inefficiencies of rural medicine.
suffer from shortages in health care services.

Rural areas
Without the

increase in retention of doctors brought on by the Medical
School, additional subsidies would be needed to bring in
enough doctors.
A second political consideration is the redistribution
of money.

Using the Hicks-Kaldor Criterion, the medical

school should be retained if there is a surplus in benefits,
irregardless of who gains or loses.1

This may be one way

of considering the political variables, but the

xHarvey S. Rosen, Public Finance, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Homewood, IL, (1988) 249.
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ramifications involved with the referral have eliminated the
utility of the Hicks-Kaldor model as citizens will vote
depending upon how they will gain the most.
The Medical School also provides benefits for all
classes of people in the state.

The benefits associated

with spending and health care provision are shared by people
from all economic and geographic areas.

With the Regional

Centers and Residency Programs, much of the spending within
the state is distributed to other communities than Grand
Forks.

In addition, the problem of retaining doctors is

probably of more concern to the outlying communities that
have a more difficult time recruiting physicians.
One last political cost that should be considered is
that from the taxpayers' point of view, there may be an
opportunity cost to individuals who are taxed for a
state-wide program. The opportunity cost is the value of
what each individual would have spent the money on if he/she
were not taxed for the Medical School.

As mentioned

previously, it would be a monumental task to analyze each
governmental program, or any other alternative expenditure
that any individual would see fit to make.
The purpose of this study is to determine if it is
beneficial to the state to fund the Medical School.

While

it is not possible to examine every alternative expenditure,
it is within the realm of this study to evaluate
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alternatives to the current delivery of medical education to
see if any may provide the state with a larger surplus in
benefits.
Alternatives
1•

Close the Medical School.

Liquidation of the

Medical School assets would bring a short term gain in
net-profits, but in the long run, it would not be in the
best interest of the taxpayers.

First, the sunk costs

associated with this established program cannot be
overlooked.

There is no way that the state could be

adequately reimbursed for the goodwill that has been
accumulated by the Medical School if it were to sell its
assets.
Also, the mission of the Medical School must be
considered.

Without the Medical School, the state could not

guarantee that future students who would be interested in
the medical profession would be able to receive training.
In addition, the Medical School would not be available as a
clearinghouse of information, or as a provider of services
for North Dakota residents.
In addition, if the Medical School were not in
existence, medical students would not be exposed to local
communities through residencies and clinicals, and severe
health care shortages would result.

Also, if the Medical

School were closed, the state would not receive any of the
benefits that were figured earlier.
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2.

Send Students Elsewhere.

The option of changing

back to a two-year program like the University of North
Dakota School of Medicine was up until 1973 is not worthy of
much consideration.

Besides having to pay other medical

schools for the slots needed for third and fourth year
medical students, the same economic reasons that are
involved with closing the Medical School Apply.

The costs

eliminated by shipping students out will also eliminate the
benefits due to lower retention of doctors, less spending
in-state, and an inability to generate grants.

An economic

evaluation of this alternative is not necessary as the
two-year program is not logistically a viable option.
According to the Liaison Committee on Medical Education, a
two-year medical school would not be able to maintain
accreditation.
3.

Consolidation or cooperation with Another Medical

School.

This alternative has been studied by North Dakota

Legislative Council in recent years.

In 1989, Legislative

Intern Maurice Bouvier did a comparative study of the North
Dakota and South Dakota Medical Schools.

In this study, the

possibilities of consolidating schools or of cooperating
between schools in specific programs was examined.

The

report concluded that even though consolidation of
operations of these demographically similar states may seem
like an easy way to save money, it was logistically
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andpolitically improbable.2

Problems arise.

medical school will remain in operation?
chain of responsibility?

Which state's

What will be the

How will funding be decided?3

Neither state would be willing to give up the net-benefits
that result from the operation of a medical school, while at
the same time still be willing to pay their share of the
costs.
While this study focused on a consolidation of the two
medical schools in the Dakotas, consolidating with a medical
school other than South Dakota's School of Medicine would be
even more unlikely.
insurmountable
more extreme.

The political problems would be

and the logistical problems would be even
Consolidation with a medical school even

farther away will add even more costs to this alternative.
Although the North Dakota State Legislature has
concluded that it is unlikely to consolidate Medical Schools
at this time, it has not ruled out the possibility of
cooperating in specific programs.

A Bi-state Committee on

Medical Education was formed to look into areas where
cooperation could take place.

The committee recommended

that cooperation could take place in "residency programs not
currently offered by either school and special programs".4
This was in response to a Liaison Committee on Medical
2Bouvier, 2.
3Ibid.
4Ibid.
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Education ruling which indicated that Obstetrics/Gynecology
and Pediatric programs would be needed for further
accreditation.5* The Bouvier Report concluded that
"specialty programs, such as Rural Health, INMED, and
Physiotherapy, present the greatest promise for cooperation
between the two schools".®

Bouvier also suggested that

cooperation may be politically improbable as all of these
programs are in areas where North Dakota has strong programs
and South Dakota does not.

If cooperation were to take

place, North Dakota would be giving up control over the
"quality and direction" in each program.7

cooperation may

convert to more net-benefits to state residents, cooperative
programs should not actually be considered as an alternative
to the current Medical School, but as a possible adjustment
that could be made to any alternative.

If a political

solution can be worked out, cooperative programs may be one
way to save money by eliminating dual programming and
facilitating.
Since the Bouvier Report was published, talks of a
possible cooperative venture between the University of South
Dakota School of Medicine and the University of North Dakota
School of Medicine came to fruition.

Medical School and

Indian Health Service administrators from both states agreed
sIbid.
®Ibid.
7Ibid. 18.
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to a cooperative INMED Program.

This program creates an

additional two slots for first year INMED students to be
reserved for University of South Dakota School of Medicine
Students.

These new students will complete two years at the

University of North Dakota and complete their education at
the University of South Dakota.8
4.

Privatization, Commercialization, or Sponsorships.

There are many reasons for the University of North Dakota
Medical School not to sell out to a private enterprise.
First, the state would lose control over the operation and
would not be able to guarantee that the benefits currently
produced by the Medical School would be retained within the
state.

The other major reason is that purchasing and

operating a medical school is a large endeavor and very few
organizations would have the capital, much less the desire
to undertake such a project.
The only private medical schools in the United States
are those operated by religiously affiliated private
universities. If ever the state could sell the Medical
School to a private organization, it would be very expensive
for that organization to operate without the support and
services of a university. Legislators should consider the
stability of parochial medical education.

The only medical

school to close in the 1980’s was Oral Roberts Medical
8Pamela Knudson, "Medical Schools Agree to Expanded INMED
Program" The Review, Grand Forks, ND, 15 no. 2 (January, 1990)
2.
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School, which is affiliated with a private, religiously
supported university.
The current program provides a net-benefit to the
taxpayers, but the Medical School does not generate a profit
from operations.

Any private concern would have to

subsidize the program at the same amount as the state
contributes in appropriations.

It is unlikely that any

privately affiliated medical school could be operated at a
profit.
While it is not necessarily an alternative, the Medical
School could commercialize.

In fact, commercialization may

be a trend of the future for medical schools.

Funding may

come from clients for the right to associate their name with
specific programs, equipment, or services.

Ethical

ramifications and questions of control would have to be
considered, but the additional funding would be welcomed by
medical education providers.
It was noted earlier in this study that communities are
starting to sponsor individual medical students in return
for future employment.

This also is not an alternative to

the current mode of operation of the Medical School, but it
may become a more popular alternative for students to seek
support themselves for their medical education.
5.

Funding Increases or Limits.

An accurate analysis

of the net benefit that may result from raising or lowering
state appropriations would be very difficult to estimate.
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The difficulty arises over the fact that there are so many
different facets of the budget that could be changed.

Each

change may result in different net-benefits to the state.
For example, if the budget was to be cut five percent and
the Medical School decided to cutback spending in areas that
happen to be out-of-state, tangible benefits to the state
such as the money generated using the multiplier affect
would remain the same.

While there may be a slight decrease

in the intangible benefits because the overall product of
the Medical School would likely decline, the total
net-benefit would still be higher, as the costs have
declined and the benefits have remained nearly the same.
On the other hand, if these cuts were made to in-state
expenditures, the benefits to the state would decrease
faster than the reduction in costs so the total net-benefit
would go down proportionally.
Another problem in estimating the change in benefits in
a budget reduction is that it is hard to identify how the
overall quality of education from the Medical School will be
affected.

Some funding cuts may be made where a readjust

ment by management could absorb the loss.

Looking at the

cuts that were made in the program after the referral, cuts
in staffing, equipment, and operations were made.

These

cuts resulted in tangible reprecusions as benefits from
services and spending were reduced. From an economic
standpoint, a larger budget will save money due to economies
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of scale.

Also, intangible benefits would be lost as cuts

in programs could jeopardize accreditation and threaten
operation of the medical school.
A third point to consider is how budget changes affect
the generation of grants.

A budget reduction may place

added teaching duties on faculty, which in turn reduce the
time that may be spent on developing grants and working on
research projects.

Also, limits in spending on special

equipment and supplies might affect the ability of the
Medical School to even attract grants.

However in a budget

increase, if the additional money could be used to generate
more money from grants at a rate higher than appropriations,
it would result in a greater net-benefit.
If cuts in state appropriations result in a propor
tional reduction in revenue from other sources, a lower
net-benefit would result (see Table 7).

Lowering the

appropriations will, in general, lower the total
net-benefit.

However increasing state appropriations does

not guarantee a higher net-benefit.

There is a marginal

utility to the state in the value of additional increases in
both retention and service benefits. While there is still a
demand for more doctors, increases in retention will satiate
this demand at some point - as supply goes up, demand will
be reduced.

Also, because the demand for Veterans

Administration services and other benefits such as medicare
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is finite, additional services are worth comparatively less
to the state.

Table 7
Analysis of Net-Benefit

Variables

* Current
Analysis

95
Percent

105
Percent

Costs
Appropriations

$27,029,290

$25,677,826

$28,380,755

Total Benefits

$36,266,264

$34,452,951

$38,079,577

Net-Benefit <Cost>

$ 9,236,974

$ 8,775,125

$ 9,698,823

Increase <Decrease>

<$

4 6 1 ,8 4 9 >

$

4 6 1 ,8 4 9

* Cost-Benefit Analysis Summary from Table 6.

As there is an excess of demand in some of the spending
areas, especially those benefits related to the physician
shortage, without changing spending patterns, the higher the
funding, the better the return in net-benefits.
From an economic standpoint, increasing the state
appropriations is the best alternative as shown in Table 7.
From a political standpoint, even if it will create a higher
net-benefit, choosing this alternative may be impossible.
In a state economy suffering through economic woes, the
marginal utility of additional funding may be lowered.

The

referral is a good example of this, as it shows how
individuals who have not been able to internalize all of the
repercussions may decide that the best alternative to
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spending additional taxes for human services would be to
retain the money for private use.

Ways to consider both the

economic and political restraints will be examined in the
concluding chapter.

CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Results
As was calculated in Chapter 2, the multiplier effect
combines to add $7,637,605 worth of benefits to the state in
the 1989-1991 biennium.

This calculation is based on all

in-state expenditures, and multiplying each by a profit
rate.

Tangible benefits were also computed from Medical

School operations, as it provides services, medicare
reimbursements, and state income tax revenue.

In addition,

the Medical School helps offset some of the health care
retention problems as more and more graduates are now
staying in the state to practice medicine.

This creates

benefits through better services and improves the economic
condition of the state by increasing the tax base.
The only tangible costs to the taxpayers that result
from operation of the University of North Dakota School of
Medicine are the appropriated funds from a mill levy and
outlays from North Dakota's general budget.

Additional

costs to the University were determined to be "paid for" by
interdepartmental transfer payments, and by a retention of
76
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the third year tuition of the medical students by the
University.
Results of the Qualitative Study show that there is an
enormous amount of goodwill accumulated because of Medical
School operations.

Besides the reputation gained by both

the State and the University of North Dakota, other
intangible benefits are the accumulation and communication
of a wealth of information specific to North Dakota's rural
population and it's Native American needs.

In addition, the

Medical School educates more than just doctors.

The state

gains from having more Allied Health students, such as
Physical Therapy, etc., professionally trained and retained
in the state.

Politically, the medical school also carries

out functions that may be considered an important role of
government; it corrects inefficiencies of medical provision
in the private sector, it guarantees health care for future
generations, and it provides for the welfare of those who
are not able to decide for themselves.
On the other hand, the tax dollars needed to pay these
state appropriations create an opportunity cost to
individuals as they would have been able to spend the money
as they saw fit.

However, the redistributional effect on

the appropriated money may actually be of some benefit to
the state.

The expenditures and resulting economic influx

will affect all economic classes of people.

It will also

benefit all geographical categories of residents as money is
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spent at the four Regional Centers, as well as at many local
hospitals that serve as hosts for Residents.

In addition,

better health care provision will also be advantageous to
all demographic sub-groups of people.

Whether or not this

redistribution is proportional or not is hard to determine,
however, if there is benefits in excess of the total costs
to the state taxpayers, these benefits are also
redistributed.
Conclusions
Chapter 4 shows the results of the Cost-Benefit
Analysis on the tangible variables that were due to the
operation of the Medical School.

The $400,000 benefit that

residents receive from services by the Medical School is
only a rough estimate, but the $9,236,974 total net-benefit
more than makes up for any challenge to that assumption.
There is also a possibility that the Cost-Benefit
Analysis is understated.

The Veterans Administration

considered closing the Vererans Hospital in Fargo before it
became affiliated with the University of North Dakota School
of Medicine.

Since this affiliation, there hasn't been any

question regarding whether to continue operation of the
Hospital or not.

If the Veterans Hospital would have been

definitely closed without the Medical School, the whole
budget of the Veteran Hospital must be considered a benefit
to the state in this analysis.

Using the multiplier effect,
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the Hospital would generate $1,114,530 for the biennium, or
an increase of $557,265 to the total net-benefit.
In addition to the $9,236,974 surplus in benefits to
the taxpayers that was computed in the Cost-Benefit
Analysis, the Qualitative Study shows an additional surplus
of intangible benefits outweighing the intangible costs.
For these reasons, this study concludes that from the
taxpayers' point of view, the University of North Dakota
School of Medicine produces substantially more benefits than
costs to residents of the state.
Limits
This conclusion is based upon calculations using
information available at the time of this study.

To carry

out any calculations, assumptions were made concerning some
of the variables.

The results of the sampling that was made

to determine the in-state spending were based on assumptions
that the sampled proportion would remain the same over the
whole year.

It also assumed that the make up of

miscellaneous expenditures would not affect this proportion
either.
This study also relies on estimates in services and
programs.

Evaluation of this information was based upon

expertise and subjectivity of expert information.

In

addition, it is assumed that calculations based on averages,
rates, and probability of future results will hold true.
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Discussion of Alternatives
In addition, this study considered several alternatives
to the current provision of medical education within the
state.

Of the alternatives considered, only increasing

state appropriations would increase the total net-benefits
received.

However, political considerations such as how the

public views distributions of money taxed for social
programs, and the economic condition of the state effect the
marginal utility of increased appropriations.
Recommendations
Conclusions of this study show that the University of
North Dakota School of Medicine is economically beneficial
to the state.

Because of the possibility of referrals,

residents must be made aware of the benefits of this
program.

Here are recommendations to improve the public

perception.
First, the Medical School should make a more accurate
portrayal of the services it provides.

That means that it

will have to know what these services are worth.

Records

should be kept to indicate what is provided and evaluations
should then be made to find out the value of each service.
For the most valid results, third party evaluations should
be utilized whenever possible.
A second area that should be looked into is how the
money is actually redistributed.

This is important as a lot

of residents say that the referral was a result of unequal
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benefits received in the west compared to the east.

An

audit should be made of where in-state purchases, travel,
salaries are actually distributed.

In addition, residency

spending and other services should also be evaluated.
The third major area is retention.

It is very mportant

that planners continue to work on ways to publicize this
valuable function of Medical School operation.
One other way to change the mind-set of those who are
evaluating the Medical School is to better influence what
these residents are evaluating.

Because of new technology,

insurance rate increases, and cost of living adjustments,
the total cost of the Medical School is climbing in each
biennium.

As was shown in this study, the total budget

shouldn't mean as much to the taxpayers as the total
appropriations because of the money generated by grants and
in local funding.

Table 8 shows that according to

comparisons of North Dakota's general budget over the last
three bienniums, the state appropriations have actually come
down, even though the total Medical School budget has gone
up.
Another way to present the information would be to show
the trend in funding from state appropriations compared to
revenue raised from other sources.

Table 9 shows how the

same information from Table 8 can be used to indicate
proportions of fund by source, rather than how each source
has increased.
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Table 8
State Appropriation to General Budget Trends
State
Appropriations

UNDSM
Total Budget

$17,915,381
$21,604,127
$28,489,702

$27,204,263
$28,190,693
$26,937,265

$45,119,644
$49,794,820
$55,426,967

59.0%

-1.0%

22.8%

Biennium
1985-871
1887-892
1989-913

Local &
Grants

% Increase

Table 9
State Appropriation as Proportion of UNDSM Budget
Biennium

Local &
Grants

State
Appropriations

1985-874
1887-895*
1989-915

39.7%
43.4%
51.4%

60.3%
56.6%
48.6%

% Increase

29.5%

-19.4%

UNDSM
Total Budget
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

Wllen Olson, "State of North Dakota Executive Budget", 1985-1987
Biennium, Bismarck, ND, (1985) 2, 4.
2George Sinner, "State of North Dakota Executive Budget", 1987-1989,
Bismarck, ND, (1987).
3George Sinner,"State of North Dakota Executive Budget, 1989-1991,
Bismarck, ND, (1989).
401son.
5Sinner, (1987).
BSinner, (1989).
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A

third way to evaluate the Medical School is to

compare its costs to the total budget of the state.

Table

10 shows the University of North Dakota School of Medicine's
portion of the budget.
One last ratio that can be used is the proportion of
state expenditures for the Medical School in relation to the
Table 10
Proportion of State Budget

Biennium
1985-877*
1887-89*
1989-91*

UNDSM
Total Budget
$45,119,644
$49,794,820
$55,426,967

ND General
Fund
$2,467,962,453
$2,491,358,570
$2,778,942,291

states total Gross National Product.

UNDSM
Proportion
1.8%
2.0%
2.0%

The latest Gross

National Product figures of the state that were released
were for the 1985-1987 biennium.10

Table 11 shows the

proportions of the state appropriations for this period.
is important to show how

It

this proportion changes as more

gross national product

7Olson.
*Sinner, (1987).
°Sinner, (1989).
10Bulyent Uyar, "North Dakota Gross State Product: 1969-1986," Bureau
of Business and Economic Research: University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks, ND, (January 1988) 41.
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Table 11
Proportion of State GNP

Biennium
1985-8712

UNDSM
Total Budget
$45,119,644

North Dakota
G N P11

UNDSM
Proportion

$19,942,200,000

.23%

figures are calculated in more recent bienniums.
Besides utilizing different ratios, other strategies
can be used to change how the public evaluates the Medical
School.

In order to change the image that the program is a

luxury item that can be cut, to a that of a necessity that
must be retained, policy formulators must continue to
improve in

lobbying the state legislature, and start a

structured grass-roots campaign.

Local doctors are some of

the most influential members of a community.

A strategy

must be implemented that will provide information that can
be used by these doctors, and give direction on how to use
the information.
A second strategy that could be utilized more is to
identify the situation as a crisis.

In an editorial in the

January, 1990 edition of The Review, Edwin C. James, Dean of
the Medical School, shows how budget cuts will affect
programs and staffing as they are prioritized in order to

1 1

Ibid.

1201son.
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maintain accreditation.13

A strategy could be implemented

that takes advantage of calling the situation a possible
accreditation crisis.

In fact, a symbolic connotation

should be used, for instance, it could be proclaimed that
"without an accredited program, health care provision in
North Dakota could revert back to 'frontier medicine'".
With both of these suggestions, public relation
planners should target demographic groups with the specific
information that would be most persuasive to each group. For
example, in rural areas, retention benefits should be
stressed.

If after evaluating the redistribution of funds

through Medical School operation and the results show a
positive distribution to a demographic group, such as an
surplus in benefits received by citizens in the west, as
well as the east, these results should be targeted to those
who may be concerned about any personal loss because of the
distribution.
Finally, the perception of the Medical School should
continue becoming more efficient.

This study emphasizes how

changes in spending patterns will effect the Cost-Benefit
Analysis and budget ratios.

If more money were spent in

state, more benefits would be generated using the multiplier
effect.

This means that more attention should be focused on

purchasing in-state, traveling less out-of-state, and

'l3Edwin C. James, "Effect of Referral", The Review, Grand Forks, ND,
15 no. 2 (January, 1990) 3.
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placing more emphasis on recommending staff live within
state boundaries.
It will be necessary for certain expenditures to be
made out-of-state, but when they have a choice, an increase
in benefits to the state will be made if more money were to
circulate back within the state.

If in-state spending is

increased, administration should take advantage of the
situation and promote how this change is creating jobs and
helping the economy in North Dakota.
A second spending pattern change would be to generate
more revenue locally and encourage a higher rate of increase
in developing research grants.

As Dr. James stressed in his

editorial, if contracts and service fees can be worked out,
program funding must be shifted more to local funds.14
Administrators will also have to consider the ethical
problems associate with charging more for state services.
In addition, grant-writing techniques should be taught
in workshops and through the provision of additional
resources.

Grant-writing services might be centralized

within one office in the Medical School for efficiency.
Other areas that should be considered were mentioned in
the Alternatives section of this paper.

These are

cooperative programs and commercialization.

While

additional money could be generated, there are many

14Ibid.
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logistical and ethical considerations that must be worked
out to further implement either of these options.
The Medical School provides an abundance of benefits.
The public must be made better aware of these benefits or
residents will continue to vote for a reduced budget, which
will lower the total net-benefit that the state receives.

A p p e n d ix A

Potential Income Tax from D octors who will be Retained
from 1989-1991 Biennium
Working

"Ve a r

Years

1989

Av era ge

A nn ual

Salary

Salary

$3.263.686*

$116,560

S tate
Tnoome

$

Tax.

114.229

1990

117,862

6 , GOO, 2 6 1

231,009

1991

119.178

5

1 992
1 993

233.589
236,197
238,835

6

1994

120,509
121.854
123,215

6.673.964
6.748,490
6,823.848
6.900,048

241.502

19 95

124.591

6.977.098

1 998
1997

125,982
127.389

7.055.009
7.133,790

244,198
246.925

1O
11

1998

128,812

1909

130,250

7.213.451
7 , 2 9 4 . OOl

252,471
255.290

12
13

2000
2001

131.704
133,175

7,375,451
7,457.810

258,141

2002

134.662
136,166

7.541.089

263,938
266.885

137,687

7.710.447

269.866

7.796,547
7.883.608

272.879

9

16

2003
2004

17

2005

139,224

2008

140,779

2007

15

7.625.297

249.683

261,023

275,926

2008

142.351
143,940

7,971,642

20

8,060,658

279.007
282,123

21

2009

145.548

8.150,669

285.273

201 O
2011

147,173
148.816

8.241.685

288.459

23

8.333.717

24
25

201 2
2013

8.426.777
8.520.876

291.680
294,937

28

201 4

150,478
152.158
153.858

8.616.026

298,231
301,561

155.576

8.712.238
8.809,525
8.907,898

304.928
308.333
311.776

9,007.369
9,107.951

315,258
318.778
322.338
325.937

27
29
31

201 5
201 6
201 7
2018
2019

160.846
162,642

2020

164.458

2021

166,295
168,152

9,209.657
9,312.498
9.416.488

170.029
171,928

9.521.638
9.627,963

2025
2026

173,848
175,789

9,735,476
9.844.188

340.742
353,485

2027

177.752
179.737

9,988,529
5,032.635**

367,024
170.142

2022
2023
2024
38

157.313
159.070

2028

329.577
333.257
336,979

$1O. 8 0 4 . 3 7 5

Total

F i r s t y e a r S a la r y Is b a s e d o n j u s t t b e 29 s t u d e n t s graduti t i n g In 1989.
Y e a r 2028 is baeeci on o n l y t h o s e 29 From G r a d u a t i n g C1*‘ " m oF 1991 leFt w o r k i n g ,
t. For* d e t a i l s .
S o t
A v e r a g e s a l a r y is p r o j e c t e d fr o m A n u a l Jn oom es.
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A p p e n d ix B

Purchases Sample

D escription

Purchase
Requisitions

Request fo r
Payments

Totals

Total Requests
Total Sampled
In-State
# Sampled
Total from Sample
A verage
O u t-of-S tate
# Sampled
Total from Sample
A verage

1695
34

7811
159

9506
193

12
$11,372
$ 948

95
$45,821
$ 482

107
$57,193
$ 535

22
$20,349
$ 925

64
$27,599
$ 431

85
$47,948
$ 558

Percent Sampled
9506 / 193 * 100 = 2.03%

P ro-R ated Breakdown o f Purchases

Percent

Data Sampled

P ro-rated
Total Budget

In-State
O u t-of-S tate

$ 57,193
$ 47,948

54.40%
45.60%

$ 9,001,3530
$ 7,546,280

Totals

$105,141

100.00%

$16,547,633*

* Total Purchases that has been p ro-ra ted is from Table 3
@ In-State portion o f Purchases is used in Table 5
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